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Aim/Goal of the 4-wk Curriculum: 
The world of fantasy includes many aspects; it can be whatever you want it to be. If you can dream it, imagine 
it, or wish for it; it is fantasy.  From wizards and dragons to superheroes and villains to ghosts and goblins, 
fantasy includes it all. Students will dive into a world full of imagination and creativity while exploring various 
mediums and art techniques. Projects will be based off of the students’ thoughts of fantasy as well as find 
inspiration from contemporary and historical artists and art styles. Students will experiment with various 
processes and mediums including collage, painting, drawing, sculpting, multi-media works, photography, 
performance, and much more. Each week, the students will engage in a variety of social and cultural experiences 
while extending the knowledge that people of each culture tell stories through art and make art in their own way. 
Students will be visualizing a “Fantasmic Funtasy” filled with medieval, adventurous, magical, futuristic, 
legendary, and artistic worlds. Every project students are introduced to will keep them engaged and will enhance 
their imaginations throughout the Saturday Art School experience. 
 
 
Fine Arts Goals Met by the Objectives: 

• State Goal 25.A.1d: Identify the elements of line, shape, space, color and texture; the principles of 
repetition and pattern; and the expressive qualities of mood, emotion and pictorial representation. 

• State Goal 26B. 1d: Demonstrate knowledge and skills to create visual works of art using manipulation, 
eye-hand coordination, building and imagination. 

• State Goal 27 B. 1: Know how images, sounds and movement convey stories about people, places, and 
times. 

• State Goal 27.A.1a: Identify the distinctive roles of artists and audiences. 
• State Goal 27.A.1b: Identify how the arts contribute to communication, celebrations, occupations and 

recreation. 
 

Objectives: Students will…  
• Students will… 

o Explore the concept of fantasy through the medieval ages.  
o Learn about the characteristics of medieval era art (300 AD to the beginning of 1400 AD) and 

be able to identify Renaissance style portraiture. 
o Learn to use basic portrait-making techniques to create an anatomically correct, lifelike  self-

portrait. 
o Learn to use references from medieval references in altering a self-portrait to resemble a 

Renaissance or royal portrait painting. 
o Learn the basics of using chalk including blending with fingers and other materials. 
o Learn about adding shadows and highlights to add dimension to a self-portrait or human form. 
o Understand the components of a Medieval Coat of Arms and be able to create their own.  

Vocabulary:      
• Vellum: Writing paper made from the skin of a calf. 
• Tapestry: A piece of fabric with pictures or designs on it 
• Manuscript: A book written by hand rather than typed or printed 
• “Coat of Arms”: These were used by knights to identify themselves since the armor knights wore was 

similar to one another. The coat of arms was used to identify a knight in battle. 
• Mantling: This is a step in creating a coat of arms where it is a decorative design that goes on top of the 

coat of arms above the animal symbol.  
• Medieval art: Also known as the middle ages-- a style of art that spanned over a period of 1,000 years 

from 300 AD to the beginning of 1400 AD including artists such as Jan van Eyck and Robert Campin. 
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• Renaissance art: Painting, sculpture, and decorative arts of the 1400’s in Italy, known as the “rebirth” of 
ancient traditions.  This means that people of that time began to look into the past for inspiration for 
their arts.  Artists include Leonardo DaVinci, Raphael, and Titian. 

• Portrait: A painting, drawing, or photograph that resembles a person, either oneself or another 
individual.  Classic portraits were often painted. 

• Blend: To mix together. 
• Highlights and Shadows: Known as “value” -- highlights are made with lighter colors and are used to 

show the higher parts of a picture or portrait.  For example, in portraiture, the bridge of the nose will 
often have a highlight because it is raised.  Shadows are made with darker tones and are used to show 
the deeper parts of a picture.  For example, the area under the brows will often have a shadow because 
our faces have indents where our eyes are placed. 

• Realism: In art, it is attempting to convey subjects accurately. 
• Symmetry: The identical reflection of two sides. In order to be symmetrical, the right side of the pattern 

or object is exactly the same as the left side of the pattern or object. 
 
Learner Materials: (32 students) 

• Markers (large assorted box) 
• Colored pencils (large assorted box) 
• Crayons (large assorted box) 
• Safety scissors (32) 
• Construction paper (vary colors; 9x12 size) 
• “12x18” sheets of watercolor paper (40) 
• “8x11” sheets of printer paper (40) 
• Scissors (35) 
• Erasers (32) 
• Chalk sets (32) 
• Box of tissues (1 box) 
• Paint brushes (32)  
• Cups of brewed tea or coffee (12) 
• Gold Paint (4 bottles) 
• Gems (large package, assorted colors) 
• Sequins (large package, assorted colors)  
• Glue sticks (32) 

 
 

Multicultural/Historical Exemplars 
 
1. Posters from the Giertz Education Center 

a. Medieval and Renaissance related posters  
2. Books relating to fantasy and middle ages  
3. Bayeux Tapestry 
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4. Manuscript page from the Book of Hours  

 
 

5. Rose Window in Durham Cathedral 

 
 

6. Coat of Arms for the town Csenger 
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7. European Coat of Arms Museum 

 
 

8.  “Mona Lisa” by Leonardo da Vinci – A famous example of Renaissance style portraiture.

 
 

9.   Royal Family by Diego Velasquez – A series of portraits done for and of the royal family in Spain in the 
1600’s, shown to convey the extraordinary nature of royal garb. 
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10.  “The Arnolfini Portrait” by Van Eyck – displays both male and female upper class dress of the middle ages.  

 
 

11.  “St. George Fighting the Dragon” by Raphael – displays a fantastical theme and subject similar to the 
medieval era. 
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Procedures:  
 
Project #1 Renaissance Kids: 40 minutes (9:35– 10:15) 
 

• DEMONSTRATIONS: (15 minutes) 
o Teacher will reference images and portraits from Leonardo da Vinci and Jan van Eyck. 
o Reiterate the importance and prevalence of portraits in the Medieval and Renaissance era.   
o Teacher will ask students to take a seat and look to the white board where teacher will 

demonstrate ways to create a portrait out of simple shapes and counting.  Students should follow 
along step by step on a small piece of 8x11 printer paper with a pencil, and also refer to the 
mirrors placed in front of them for guidance. 

o Start by drawing an upside down egg shape for the head.  It gets smaller at the bottom to show 
our chins.  This should take up at least half of the paper. 

o Very lightly (teachers will emphasize this), draw a long line from the top of the egg to the 
bottom, and then one from one side to the other horizontally.  This should make a criss-cross.  
These lines will be erased later so don’t make them too dark!  Barely touch the paper with your 
pencils. 

o About half way down the egg, one half circle should be drawn on one side of the vertical line 
for the left eye, and above the horizontal line.  Now imagine that you are drawing another half 
circle in the middle of the vertical line.  The right eye should be one imaginary eye away from 
the left eye.  The eyes should not touch in the middle.  Draw the second half circle on the other 
side of the vertical line and on top of the horizontal line. 

o Next, teachers will prompt students to look in their mirror and notice that their noses are not 
directly underneath their eyes.  They should move their pencils about half way down between 
the eyes and the chin and begin to draw a small circle for the middle of the nose, and then two 
small “U”s beside the lower half to represent nostrils. 
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o Students should now note the shape of their lips and that they have another “U” shape at the top 
of their mouths.  Students should observe the shape of their mouth in the mirror and note that 
where their mouth opens can be represented as a flattened out “U,” followed by a lower “U” for 
their lower lip.  Mouths should not touch the nose or the chin. 

o Teacher shows how the ears are positioned from the middle of the eye (where the criss-cross 
meets) to the bottom of the nose. 

o Teacher instructs students to carefully erase the criss-crossing lines without accidentally erasing 
the rest of their face. 

o Teacher will now show students how to add detail, like eyebrows, pupils, and hair to their 
drawings.  Teacher notes to students that they should look in their mirrors to observe how their 
actual hair, eyebrows, and eyes look. 

o Teachers will ask students to observe the provided references of Medieval dress, the dragons 
and creatures, and ask students to decide which character they would like to embody and draw 
themselves as. 

o Teacher will ask students to gather around the demo table and will demonstrate how to add 
color to their portraits. 

o Teacher will pick a color and fill some of the untouched space.  Teacher will show students that 
they can use their fingers to help blend.  Teacher will pick another color and work the two 
colors side by side into one another with the index finger or piece of tissue.  

o Teacher will show students how to add value to their clothes using light and dark colors to 
mimic folds and texture of lavish royal clothing. 

 
• DESIGN/WORK SESSION: (25 minutes) 

o Students should be seated with a piece of colored construction paper, a pencil, and an eraser. 
o Students should write their name on the back of the drawing using a provided light-colored 

pencil. 
o Students should write their names on the back of their papers. 
o References will be posted on the wall of various Medieval and Renaissance portraits.  Students 

should closely observe one in particular and begin to brainstorm what specific details appeal to 
them the most. 

o Students should follow the teacher’s step-by-step guide on drawing the foundation of a face 
with their pencils, while using their own reflection as a reference as well. They can also 
reference the handout showing the steps.  

o After drawing the basic face, teachers should prompt students to add Medieval elements to their 
drawings.  For instance, head dresses, crowns, lavish clothing, and even extravagant hair and 
makeup.  Some students may choose to depict themselves as a dragon or other Medieval 
creature. 

o When students have completed their primary sketches, teachers will distribute sets of chalk.  As 
students begin to color, teachers will ask all students to raise their hand with their index finger 
in the air.  Teachers will explain that this is their next tool to use for blending. 

o Teachers will remind students to use darker colors to depict shadow, and lighter colors to depict 
highlights, as was discussed previously.  They may also use a tissue if the pads of their fingers 
hurt or if they are uncomfortable with the mess. 

o Students should carefully place their finished works in the drying/display area. 
o  

Project #2 Medieval Coat of Arms: 35 minutes (10:15 – 10:50) 
 

• DEMONSTRATIONS: (10 minutes) 
o Demonstration will be located at the demonstration table 
o Redefine “Coat of Arms” and its purpose 
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 These were used by knights to identify themselves since the armor knights wore was 
similar to one another. The coat of arms was used to identify a knight in battle. 

o Reference back to manuscript pages shown in the PowerPoint and discuss the type of paper 
used called vellum  

o Teacher will begin by taping down the corners of a sheet of the dyed watercolor paper to the 
demonstration table 

o Introduce the 5-step process for creating a “Coat of Arms.”  
 Step 1: Creating the Shield  

• The teacher will draw the shape of the shield and explain the different kinds of 
shape shapes such as the classic shield, triangular, etc. 

 Step 2: Choosing the background color of your shield  
• The student can pick any color as their background and can choose either 

colored pencils or marker to fill the color.  
 Step 3: Choosing the animal  

• The students will be able to reference different animals used for “Coat of 
Arms” from the reference image cards provided at each table 

• Animals that will be pictured on the cards are lion, bear, boar, eagle, horse, 
dragon, and griffin 

 Step 4: Mantling 
o Explain the definition of Mantling, which is a step in creating a coat of arms where it is a 

decorative design that goes on top of the coat of arms above the animal symbol.  
• Use exemplar and historical references to point out the exact location of it on 

the coat of arms. 
• Describe different types of decoration, such as decorative drapery, or leaves and 

vines. 
 Step 5: Supporters 

• On either side of the animal symbol there will be a supporting figure 
• These can by any objects or people such as standing knights 
• Symmetry is important for the supporters and the teacher will reiterate in order 

for the supporters to be symmetrical, the right side of the object needs to be 
exactly the same object as on the left side  

o To make sure students include each part there will be a diagram drawn on the board reminding 
students of what to include. 

o The teacher with the exception of the color of the shield drew the “Coat of Arms” in permanent 
marker. 

o The teacher will now begin to add color to the coat of arms design using markers.  
 

• DESIGN/WORK SESSION: (25 minutes) 
o Teacher will pass around reference sheets to help students brainstorm what animal they want as 

their symbol.   
o Students will get their dyed 12x18 piece of watercolor paper from the beginning of class. 
o Students will begin to draw out their “Coat of Arms” using the 5-step process and the teacher 

will remind the student to fill the whole page with their design. 
o The students will be able to refer back to the 5-step process that was taught during the 

demonstration by looking at it written out with a diagram on the board.  
o When finished with drawing students will begin coloring in their “Coat of Arms.” 
o Students will bring their finished piece to the drawing horses. 
o Students will return all materials when finished and begin cleaning up. 
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Back-Up Activities: 
• Decorated Frames 

o Students will look at examples from the PowerPoint about decorative frames that portraits were 
framed in during the Renaissance.  
 

o Materials: 
 Gold Paint 
 Paintbrushes  
 Markers 
 Gems 
 Sequins 
 Glue  

 
o Procedure: 

 Students will grab a blank frame and put their name on the back  
 Students will decide if they want to paint or color their frames.  
 Students can add gems and sequins to their frames to embellish it.  

 
 

 


